
1 Several Examples of Full UI/UX Design Patterns 
 

1.1 General Terminology Pattern 
Terminology refers to the names that are displayed as part of UI elements, such as 
navigation and buttons.  

• In Navigation 

• For “Submit” and other “Action” buttons 

• For other UI elements, including field labels 

1.1.1 Recommended Standard Terminology 
 

Verbs Usage Common Synonyms 
Whose Use  is 
Discouraged 

Example 

Access or 
Log in 

Used to submit a login request - 
submit passwords and ID to log in. 

Log on Access [Object] 
 

Back 
[Return to… may be 
used when making the 
previous screen explicit 
is necessary for 
usability reasons] 
 
[no object is Default] 

Returns the user to the previous 
screen 
 

Return to (unless 
exception) 
 

< Back 
 
 

Cancel 
[no object is Default] 

Used to exit an editing or entry 
session, and used without an object 
to save space. Always located on the 
left end of the submit row. Returns 
the user to the top [default] screen for 
that section 
 

Return  << Cancel 
 
 

Continue 
[no object is Default] 

Submit this page and open the next 
page in a multi-part form. 
 

Next 
 

Continue >> 
 

Copy Open a form with duplicated settings 
to create a new record. 

 Copy [Object] 

Delete  
[Shipment, 
Transaction] 

Used to remove an object.  
 
'Delete [object]' should result in a 
preview screen, with 'Confirm 
Deletion' button at the bottom, when 
this is clicked, the deletion is 
processed and an acknowledgement 
screen is sent. 

Remove 
 
 

Delete [Object] 

Remove 
[User, Person] 

Used to remove a person (as 
opposed to an object) from a list.  
Remove differs from Delete in 
another fundamental way-- you don’t 
actually delete the user record, you 
just move them from active status. 

Delete Remove Customer 



Verbs Usage Common Synonyms 
Whose Use  is 
Discouraged 

Example 

Edit 
[Account, Report, 
Preferences] 
 
 

Used in the confirmation screen to 
return to the preceding form and edit 
the settings of the transaction.  
 
 

Modify Edit [Object]  
 
 
 
 

Edit  
[, Account, Report,  
Preferences] 
 

Used when an existing object will be 
modified. The equivalent of 'Enter', 
'Edit' is used for editing transactions 
and objects. 

Modify Edit [Object] 
 

Go 
[No object is Default.] 

Used when performing queries for a 
list that does not explicitly look like a 
search. For example, when 
requesting transactions that have 
occurred within a certain date range, 
we use the “Go” button to request the 
list. Used almost exclusively for date 
range queries. 
 

Get Go 

New 
 
Note: This is an 
exception to the 
Verb+Noun format 
(“New” is not a verb) 
 
[Add is an acceptable 
synonym] 
 

Open a blank form to create a new 
record, usually a hyperlink. 

Create 
 

New [Object] 
 

Preview  Used when a confirmation screen is 
required before a change is entered, 
view a summary of form settings for 
approval.   

 Preview [Object] 
 

Submit  
 

Used to create a new record or 
object either from the preview 
screen, or directly if no preview is 
required. This action usually results 
in an acknowledgement screen, or a 
list screen showing the new addition 
in context with like objects. 

Enter 
Done 

Submit [Object]  
 

 

Activate 
 

   

Accept 
 Decline 
 

Used when the end-user must accept 
a policy of some sort.  

 
Reject 

I Accept 
I Decline 
 
This is an exception to 
the Verb+Noun policy; 
instead the text is “I 
Accept” or “I Decline” 

Approve 
 

  Approve Batch 



Verbs Usage Common Synonyms 
Whose Use  is 
Discouraged 

Example 

Calculate 
 

   

Change 
 

Generally used in connection with 
changing a view. 

 Change Date 
Change View 
 

Close 
[No object is Default.] 

Used to close a window. 
 

 Close  
 

Confirm 
 

Used when positive confirmation is 
necessary, such as in the case of a 
deletion.  

 Confirm Deletion 

Download 
[No object is Default.] 

Used to download any type of file to 
an individual’s desktop. 
 

 Download 

Enroll 
 

Used to add a new service.   Enroll User 

Export 
 

   

Filter 
[No object is Default.] 

Used to remove items from a list, 
performing a query in order to reduce 
the list to a more manageable size. 
 

 Filter 

Search 
[generally coupled with 
Advanced Search] 
[No object is Default.] 

Used to search for specific results in 
a list. 
 

Find 
 

Search 

More… or More >(see 
also Continue) 
 

Used to expand a small snapshot of 
information about an object. 
Generally used in dashboard-style 
screens, where multiple different 
types of data are available about an 
object. For example, if a Person is 
being shown on a CRM screen, there 
may be a personal information pane, 
an account pane, an activity pane, 
etc, then each pane would have a 
More… button. 
 
 

Next 
 

More… 
More > 
 
 

Exit 
[No object is Default.] 

The preferred term for logging off. 
 

Logoff 
Logout 

 

    
Upload 
 

Used to send files from an individual 
machine to the application server. 

 Upload File 

Print 
[No object is Default.] 

Used when a javascript print function 
is available. 
 

 Print 

    
 



1.2 Text Usage 
This pattern describes the recommended presentation of text, considering such 
issues as capitalization, phrasing and visual formatting. It is essential that the rules 
for the language used in the application (in this case, English) rigorously adhere to 
these rules. Nothing conveys to a customer or user lack of quality than inconsistent 
or incorrect text usage. Applications that violate these rules always look amateurish 
rather than professional! 

1.2.1 Pattern 
General Capitalization Rules 

• Do not use ALL CAPS for any reason. 

• Use Title Case for: 
o Page titles 
o Primary navigation tabs and section tabs 
o Secondary navigation 
o Tertiary navigation categories 
o Utility links (example displayed in all caps) 
o Screen titles 
o Section titles 
o Column and row headers 
o Options, screen level and section level 
o Field labels, checkbox, and radio button labels (e.g. the Male/Female 

radio button options for Gender) 
o Fixed text content within UI controls (e.g. the options in drop-down 

lists, such as for Country and State) 
o Button labels  
o Title bar text  
o List box entries (exceptions: some default lists, such as city and 

state, are currently all caps; other lists are populated by the 
customer.)  

o Alternate text (alt text) that is written in short phrases (not full 
sentences) 

 
Title case means that the first letter of each word is capitalized, except for 
certain small words, such as articles and short prepositions. The following is 
a more explicit definition, adopted from the SAP R/3 Style Guide (one of the 
best I found) and the Microsoft Manual of Style: 

Capitalize: 
• Nouns  
• Verbs (including is and other forms of be)  
• Adverbs (including than and when)  
• Adjectives (including this, that, and each)  
• Pronouns (including its)  
• Subordinating conjunctions (if, because, as, that)  
• Prepositions and conjunctions of five or more letters (between, without, 

during, about, because, through). 
• Prepositions that are part of a verb phrase (Log On, Set Up)  
• First and last words, no matter what part of speech they are  
• Both elements of hyphenated words (How-To, Country-Specific). 
• Any words, phrases, fragments, or sentences after a colon or semicolon  



Do Not Capitalize: 
o Coordinating conjunctions (and, but, or, nor, for)  
o Prepositions of under five letters (to, for, at, with, from, and so on)  
o Articles (a, an, the, some) unless the article is the first or last word in the title  
o The word to in an infinitive phrase  
o Case-specific product names, words, or phrases (README file, e-Business, and 

so on)  

• Use sentence case for: 
o Screen hints and notes 
o Alternate text (alt text) that is written in full sentences 
o Messages  
o Status bar text  

 
Sentence case means: Capitalize the first letter of the first word, and any 
proper names such as the word Java. 
 
If the text elements are COMPLETE SENTENCES, use appropriate end 
punctuation (e.g. period or question mark.).  

Rules for Specific Page Elements 

• Field Labels 
o Title case 
o Right justified 
o Followed with a colon—Optional; regardless of whether or not colon 

usage is selected as a standard for field labels, ensure that its usage 
(or non-usage) is consistent across an individual product line. 

o Required field indicator should be bold and be located immediately 
before the Field Label, followed by a space. (for example: * User ID:                       
) 

o Short, noun phrases wherever possible, rather than full sentences. 
When additional explanatory text is warranted (at least until field 
level Help is implemented), use screen tips. 
 
Examples:  

THIS:  
Automated Account Association: [ ] Enable [ ] Disable  
NOT THIS:  
Accounts are automatically associated: [ ] Enable [ ] Disable  
 
THIS:  
Funds Verification: [ ] Yes [ ] No  
                                 Payments are verified before sent to payment service 
provider. 
NOT THIS:  
Payments are verified before sent to payment service provider: [ 
] Yes [ ] No 

AND NOT THIS:  
Verify Funds? [ ] Yes [ ] No 

• Page Titles (Headlines) 



o Use Verb-Object form ("Edit Transaction") except for "list" screens 
(Balances, Statements, Payments, etc.)  
 
Examples: 

– Edit Transaction 
– Upload File 
– Enroll Customer 
– Activity 
– Balances 
– Payments 

o Map to the action a user selected to get there; for example, Edit 
Transaction button should take you to Edit Transaction screen.  

o On lists screens, DO NOT include “List” in the title. For example,  
 
THIS: 
Personal Categories 
 
NOT THIS: 
Personal Category List 

o Use the headline text in the page's <title> tag, followed by a space, 
dash, space, and droppoint for the FI name: <title>Headline - 
&FIName</title>  
 
For example: <title>Edit Transaction - SFNB</title>  

• Fixed Controls (such as Enumeration)  

1.2.2 References 
 

• http://www.sapdesignguild.org/resources/web_guidelines/index.htm 
• http://www.sapdesignguild.org/resources/MiniSG/index.htm 
• http://www.eclipse.org/articles/Article-UI-Guidelines/Contents.html 



1.3  Navigation Pattern 
In the Mother Hen 1 application, navigation as we normally think of it is generally 
used on View screens to navigate to various Form pages or to Wizard interactions. 
There is Primary Navigation and Secondary Navigation (if needed) that appear at 
the top of the screen. On pages where there is Secondary Navigation, one of the 
secondary choices should be the default (i.e. pre-selected). This default choice 
should always be the first and should generally be the Search action. 
 
In the rare case, and as Mother Hen evolves, the Secondary Navigation bar may 
not have enough screen space to display choices (usually Actions) on one line. In 
this case, Tertiary Navigation (third level) is employed. 
 
There is also a special type of navigation, called Common Functions; which are 
simply a redundant display of up to four of the most common functions from the 
“normal” Primary and/or Secondary Navigation. Common Functions are only used 
on a View Page serving as a Home Page. 
 
“Breadcrumb Trails” are used in Mother Hen; however only for the purpose of 
providing orientation information to the user (i.e. no links in Breadcrumb Trails). 
 
There is yet another type of navigation called a Utility Link. Utility links are located 
in the upper right of the screen, as will be shown in the illustrations below. The 
currently identified Utility Links are Log Out and Help. 
 
Various Action buttons, especially those that take a user to a Form page, can also 
be thought of as navigation; however they are not covered as part of the Navigation 
Pattern. 

 
1.3.1 General Application-Wide Rules and Guidelines for Navigation 

Normal Primary and Secondary navigation should only appear on View pages. 
Breadcrumb trails should only be used on View and Form pages. The behavior 
of Breadcrumb trails is described in its own section below. 
 

Pattern 
The navigation for Mother Hen 1 View pages should be as follows: 

Top level tabs 
• Near the top of the screen, to the right of the Eggs Overnight logo, there 

should be a single horizontal row of navigation tabs that correspond to 
the major sections of the application relevant to the particular View page.  
This row of tabs provides the user with a short title or description of the 
major categories of application that are relevant when using that specific 
View page.   

• The actual “look” of the tabs should match the agreed upon Visual 
Identity Pattern.  

• One tab is always highlighted as shown in the following illustration, 
indicating the section the user is currently in. 

 

 
 



• Each top level tab is clearly linked by visual continuity (e.g. color) to a 
set of related second level options (if there are any), as shown in the 
illustration below. 

 

 
 

• Clicking on a new top level tab reveals a new set of second level options. 
 

 {We could use an illustration for the above bullet point} 
 
 

Utility Links 
Utility links are functions that, for the most part, except in special circumstances 
where they would not make sense, should be available at all times to the user. 
The currently identified Utility Links are Log Out and Help, which appear in the 
upper right corner as shown in the previous navigation example illustrations. 

Second level tabs 
• It is important to note that it is conceivable that, on some View pages, 

second level tabs would not be necessary. 
• The second level of navigation subdivides each major section (i.e. the 

Primary navigation).  Second Level tabs will always correspond one-to-
one with Form screens. These Form screens must have the same (or 
very similar) title as the tabs that display them—this has been shown to 
be critical to usability in extensive research on navigation. 

• The second level navigation is indicated in a separate single horizontal 
row of tabs just below the top level tabs.  This row should visually 
appear to be subordinate but connected (essential!) to the relevant tab in 
the higher level group, as shown in the illustration below. 

 

 
 

  
 When a second level tab has been selected, it should be highlighted as 

shown in the illustration below. 
 

 
  
 

Breadcrumb Trails 
Breadcrumb trails are called such because it they are analogous to the 



children’s story, Hansel and Gretel, in which the main characters drop pieces of 
bread as they go into the forest so that they can follow the breadcrumbs back to 
the beginning of their journey. 

 
The ideal location for the Breadcrumb trail is shown in the illustrations of a View 
and a Form Page below. Remember that Breadcrumb trails are NOT used on 
the screens that comprise a Wizard interaction. 
 
Illustration of the location of the Breadcrumb trail on a View Screen 

 
 
 



Illustration of the location of the Breadcrumb trail on a Form Screen 

 
 

Behavior of Breadcrumb Trails in Mother Hen 1 
It is often the case on websites and in some web-based applications that 
the elements of the Breadcrumb trail are links that a user can use to 
navigate back to prior sections. In Mother Hen 1, the rules determining 
when a breadcrumb element should be a link and when it should not are 
far too complex; therefore, breadcrumb trails in Mother Hen are used 
only to inform and orient the user with respect to where they are and not 
for true navigation—in other words, they are static. 

Tertiary Navigation (Page Options) 
This third level of navigation should not be needed in the current version of 
Mother Hen; however, it probably will be needed as the system evolves through 
future releases. 

When the situation arises that there are simply too many choices in the 
secondary navigation bar, one ore more of these Secondary Navigation choices 
can become a category for a subordinate (third level) set of choices. This is often 
called ‘Tertiary Navigation’. In Mother Hen, Tertiary Navigation will usually be 
labeled as [Page Name] Options, when ‘options’ is the appropriate term.  

There may be situations when a term such as ‘settings’ will be more appropriate. 
Any substitution for the word ‘options’ must always be approved by Product 
Management. 



How Tertiary Navigation would appear on a View Screen is shown in the 
illustration below. 

 



 


